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Survey Objectives 
Track of the Tiger T.R.D., a Chiang Mai based tour operator, has signed a 10 
year agreement with the villagers of Ban Mae Lai to develop community-
based tourism activities in the their village. In order to measure the effects of 
tourism on the community, and the environment, Track of the Tiger wants to 
establish baselines on forest inventory, wildlife inventory of insects, birds, 
reptiles and mammals as well as in the socio-economic status of the village. In 
addition to establishing a baseline, some of the data will be used in planning 
activities and programs with the villagers. 
 
The village is situated in a well managed watershed forest which has a 
circumference of about 20 KM and an area of approximately 30 sq. km. This 
forest is the primary livelihood resource for the village and the village has 
developed a very complex symbiotic relationship with it. Part of the objective 
of the survey was to collect data on agro forestry, community forestry and 
non-timber forest products practices which would help to begin describe this 
relationship. 
 
The general objectives of the survey are to measure the socio-economic 
status of the village.  
 
Specific objectives of the survey are: 

1. to collect information on demographics: population, age distribution, 
residence patterns and ratio of men to woman. 

2. to collect information on economic activity: amount of income, sources 
of income and relative status of the community in relationship to 
poverty indicators 

3. to determine the amount of income derived directly from tourism 
activities.  

4. to collect information on the type and availability of human resources 
5. to collect information on agro forestry , non-timber forest product  

(NTFPs) and community forestry practices. 
6. to determine the mammals which the villagers are aware of existing in 

the forest.  
7. to identify persons with knowledge of wildlife 
8. to gather information on the various non-timber forest products the 

villagers collect in the forest.  
9. to identify persons with knowledge of NTFPs 
10. to identify persons involved with tourism activities. 

 
This is only a partial socio-economic survey. No data was collected on fertility, 
morbidity, mortality, household expenditures nor on the value and size of 
property. Also information on literacy and education were not gathered in the 
survey. 
 
The data collected on mammals and NTFPs is not conclusive. This 
information should be used as a basis for further investigations.  
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Methodology 
The bulk of the data collected was done by interviews with one or two 
members of a household. Any adult household member of either sex was 
suitable as an interview subject.  Ms. Noppamast Sae-Tang, a student intern 
from Mahidol Unviersity, was the interviewer. As an outsider unfamiliar with 
the village and the area, she worked well as an objective recorder.  
 
Questions included simple yes/no questions, factual questions and then open 
ended questions.  
 
Some economic data was collected by observation of the household. Photos 
were also taken of each house as a baseline against which to measure 
change in the village in the future.  
 
In addition to information obtained by interview and observation, Ms. 
Noppamast Sae-Tang was usually accompanied by one other person. As the 
interviewer would ask questions, conversations would occur amongst the 
people in the room. This anecdotal information was noted and used to asked 
clarifying questions and to understand the data obtained. 
 
The survey was conducted between 25 February to 5 March 2008. 
 

Survey Sample 
Ban Mae Lai is an upland village located in Huay Kaew Sub District of Mae 
On District in Chiang Mai Province, Thailand. The villagers describe their 
ethnicity as Muang. However, some claim to have mixed Khmu ancestry.  
 
The village of Ban Mae Lai has a total of 47 registered houses not counting 
the five holiday homes. Of these 47 houses only 42 are permanently 
inhabited. Of these 42 households persons from 39 households were 
interviewed. Of the three households not surveyed, one was away visiting 
relatives at the time of the survey, one had a drinking problem making him 
unfit as an interview subject and the third declined to be interviewed. 
 
The sample surveyed represents 83% of all registered households and 93% 
of households permanently resident.  
 

Summary of Findings 
The population of Ban Mae Lai is old and has pronounced negative population 
growth. The village population is in steep decline. In 10 – 20 years, if the 
declining population trend continues, the community will no longer be viable 
as a traditional community. The population is estimated to have decreased by 
68% over the last three decades.  
 
In many respects the village does not meet the national or regional norms. 
The average number of persons per household, at 2.8, is below the national 
average of 4.1 persons per home. Household income is higher than the 
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average for the region. And the percentage of the population of working age 
and reproductive age is below normal.  
 
Residence patterns no longer reflect a traditional multi-generational matrilocal 
pattern. Only one son-in-law is living with his wife’s parents. Children make a 
small percentage of people in any household. Only 8% of homes have three 
generations under one roof and there are a number of men who are living 
alone.  
 
The reasons for the declining and age population need more investigation to 
ascertain the complexities of the situation. Villagers cite the following reasons 
for the declining population: 

1. The closing of the village school about 8 years ago. Many families 
moved so that their children would be closer to school. 

2. Many families moved to lowland areas were they could cultivate rice 
and more valuable crops. 

3. Some families moved to be with other family members who had 
relocated to the towns where higher paying work could be found.  

 
Historically, labor has always been in short supply in Ban Mae Lai. But with 
the changes in populations not only in their village but in the surrounding area, 
labor for chewing tea production has become even scarcer resulting in several 
households abandoning their tea plantations and only producing as much 
chewing tea as they can do with their own labor.  
 
Ban Mae Lai is not a poor village. The average household income is about 8% 
higher than the average for the province and even higher for the region. Most 
households have modern appliances and a high number own motor vehicles. 
Further research may show that only two to three households are under the 
poverty line for the rural north.  
 
Most homes are involved in the production of chewing tea, but income from 
unskilled labor is the largest source of income. Income from tourism 
represents 7% of the annual yearly income for the village. Fourteen homes 
reported income from tourism with the major amount of the reported income 
going to three homes. 
 
The majority of homes in the village own agricultural production land with the 
cultivation of tea being the main crop. Coffee production is relatively new 
coming in the last three to five years. The collection of herbs, fruits, vegetable 
and other materials is mainly for the consumption of villagers themselves. The 
cultivation of high value woods is viewed as risky and the cultivation of NTFPs 
apparently restricted. 
 
Community forestry practices are a mixture of traditional land management 
methods for communal use and efforts by the villagers to avoid conflict with 
government agencies. A picture emerges of a community which has had to 
negotiate its continued existence in the area. If the villagers wanted to retain 
their rights to their land and access to the source of their livelihood, they 
needed to follow the laws and rules of the various government agencies (the 
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Royal Forestry Department, the Royal Project, The Watershed Management 
Unit and the local government administration). Not doing so would have 
resulted in conflict leading to their removal from the forest. The restrictions on 
the cultivation of some NTFPs may be as a result of the villagers wanting to 
avoid conflict with authorities as much as the community wanting to reserve 
them for their own use.  
 
The awareness of the villagers regarding mammals in the forest is quite high. 
The villagers report 21 different types of mammals presently living in the 
forest. There is a consensus that in most of their lifetimes’ the porcupine and 
the larger deer species have become extirpated. There are still hunters in the 
village and there are obvious efforts to suppress hunting to avoid conflict.  
 
The villagers could name an extensive variety of NTFPs which they collect 
from the forest. More work still remains to identify these NTFPs and to 
research their uses and market value.  

Demographics 
Methodology 
Population data was collected by asking one person in the household about 
the age and relationship to the head of household. Only data pertaining to 
actual persons in residence in the home were collected.  
 

History of Recent Habitation 
We can tell from the house numbers that at one time there were around 60 
registered households. The current village headman reports that at one time 
there were at one time 59 occupied households in the village. He estimates 
that during that time there were approximately 6 persons per household. This 
will give an estimated historical population of 354 persons. The decline in 
populations seems to start in the 1970’s and stems from two causes: (1) a 
decline in the birth rate and (2) an exodus of the resident population. The 
exodus seems to have started about the time of the closing of the village 
school 8 years ago due to low enrolment. In addition to the abandoned school 
other signs of the population decline are 17 identifiable abandoned home sites 
and the 5 empty homes. More historical research will need to done to obtain a 
more accurate picture of past population trends in the village and the causes 
of the population decline. 

Present Status of Habitation 
In the collection of data regarding population in the village, we only recorded 
persons who were resident in the village not all persons registered in the 
household. In the 39 households interviewed there are 108 persons recorded 
as permanently resident in the village. From what we know of the residents of 
three other remaining households, the resident population should be 114 
persons. This would represent a 68% decrease in population from the 
estimated historical population. Of the 108 persons, 62 are female and 46 are 
male.  
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The over all age distribution of the population is quite high with 52% of the 
population between 31 – 55 years.  The average age in the village is 41.9. 
The average age of the male populations is 43.26 years. While the female 
population on average is a little bit younger at 40.09 years. 38% of the 
population is in the chief reproductive years of 16 – 45. The smallest segment 
of the population is the children who make up 17% of the population. The 
largest age group in the village is between the ages of 51 to 55 years.  
 
Compared with the national statics provided by the Thai National Statistics 
Office1, Ban Mae Lai does not fall into national norms: 

1. Nationally children ages 0 -15 make over 25% of the population. In Ban 
Mae Lai this is only 17% 

2. Working age adults ages 16 – 59 nationally comprise close to 70% of 
the populations. The age group only comprises 31% in Ban Mae Lai. 

3. In rural populations, nationally women out number men slightly. In Ban 
Ban Lai there the ratio is 1.3 women for every man. 

4. Thailand’s average household size in 2000 was 4.1 persons. In Ban 
Mae Lai it is 2.7 persons. 

 

Age Distribution by Reproductive Status

Children 0 - 15
17%

Post Reproductive 
46+
45%

Reproductive 
Age16-45

38%

 
 

                                                 
1 2000 Census, National Statistics Office, www.nso.go.th 
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Ban Mae Lai Total Age Distribution 2008
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Ban Mae Lai Age Distribution by Sex 2008
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Ratio of Men to Women 
Nationally the ratio of men to women in rural areas is almost 1 man for every 
woman with there being slightly more women than men. In Ban Mae Lai the 
ratio is 1.3 women for every man.  
 

Residence Patterns 
The average household size is 2.8 persons per house. The 2000 census in 
Thailand reports that the average household size is 4.1 persons.  

Persons per Household

4
13%

5
5%

1
10%

2
26%

3
46%

 
 
Males average 1.2 persons per house while there are on average 1.6 females 
per house. Just less than half of the households in the village have 3 persons 
in the home. Just over 1/3 of the homes only have 1 or 2 members.  
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Household Configuration
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When examining the composition of the household it is notable that 33% of 
the households are nuclear families. This means parents and children living 
together with no extended family. Homes where only a husband and wife live 
together make up 36% of the households.  Three homes have 3 generations 
under one roof.  There are two families which have an in-law in residence. 
One is a son-in-law and the other a daughter-in-law. The 5 households with 
only person are all occupied by males. Three men are in their 30’s, 1 is in his 
40’s and 1 is 82 years old. The 82 year old has a daughter in the village. One 
or two of these men have never married. The marital history of the remainder 
is unknown.  Another 13% do not fall into any particular category. These are 
family units with a single parent with children, a husband and wife with an 
elderly parent, a grandparent with a grandchild, etc.  Only 1 family in the 
village has 2 children living with them. The remainder of the homes with 
children only has 1 child resident in the home.  
 

Analysis of Demographic Data 
The population of Ban Mae Lai is old and has pronounced negative population 
growth. The village population is in steep decline. In 10 – 20 years if the 
declining population trend continues the community will not longer be viable 
as a traditional community. The population is estimated to have decreased by 
68% over the last three decades.  
 
Traditional Muang villages are matrilocal2. The young men who marry into the 
family come to live with their in-laws and contribute to the labor force of the 
household. Only one household in the village has this pattern.  Furthermore, 
of all the households with children in the village only one has more than one 
child with only two children. The average number of persons per household is 

                                                 
2 Anchalee Singhanetra-Renard (1999) Population mobility and the transformation of a village 
community in Northern Thailand ,Asia Pacific Viewpoint 40 (1) , 69–87 doi:10.1111/1467-8373.00082 
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2.8 with just less than half of all household have 3 members and just over a 
third having 1 or 2 members.  
 
From anecdotal information the population decline and the break down of the 
traditional family home started around 30 years ago. 
 

What happened 30 years ago?  
Thirty years ago is the time in the village when the villagers talk about the end 
of swidden agriculture. It could be that the end of the traditional subsistence 
culture marked the beginning of the exodus of the people of child bearing age 
from the village. Families not able to support themselves from the remaining 
chewing tea production or those who had no land would have had to leave to 
find work elsewhere. Around this time the government’s policy to encourage 
people to only have 2 children per family was also being promoted.  The 
children born around this time would have been the last to be born before birth 
control became widespread.  We can see from the fertility rate chart for 
Thailand below that there was indeed a sharp decline in the national birth rate 
which occurred 30 years ago, 

 
 
It would be interesting to find out how many families have children in their 20’s 
living and working outside the village. It could well be the small number of 
males in the 16 – 30 year age group tells a story of men who have gone off to 
work in the city.  
 
Why the small number of children in the homes? We know from some of the 
homes that the couple has chosen to only have one child and from a few 
couples that they have had no children. To understand the reasons for such a 
low fertility rate more research will need to be conducted.  
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From anecdotal information obtained from the villagers, many of the 
abandoned home sites in the village and have been abandoned in the past 5 
– 10 years. These were probably families of working age with children.  
 

Why did they leave? 
From conversations with the villagers, they site several reasons for the 
exodus: 

1. With the closing of the village school about 8 years ago, many families 
moved so that their children would be closer to school. 

2. Many families moved to lowland areas were they could cultivate rice 
and more valuable crops. 

3. Some families moved to be with other family members who had 
relocated to the towns where higher paying work could be found.  

 

Population vs. Labor 
As far back as anyone in the village can remember the villagers have been 
producing fermented tea as a cash crop. This means that the villagers have 
been producing goods for a cash-based economy when most upland villages 
were still practicing subsistence agriculture.  
 
Prior to 1975 the village had a mixed system of subsistence rice production 
augmented by production of the chewing tea for the lowland markets.  
 
The traditional subsistence agricultural systems and chewing tea production 
are labor intensive. For that reason large families were desired as labor was 
always insufficient. As subsistence producers moved towards a more 
cash/consumer based economy large families can become a financial burden 
and therefore they may choose to have fewer children. With children having 
better access to education and more cash to pursue an education, fewer and 
fewer are available for labor. Many choose not to stay in the village, raise 
families there and take up the traditional lifestyle as many more possibilities 
are open to them elsewhere.  
 
One consequence of the aging population and the loss of families with 
children is the number of people able to work the tea and coffee plantations is 
decreasing over time. The villagers already tell stories of plantations 
abandoned by people who have left the village, of plantations which are too 
far, too steep and therefore too labor intensive to be worked as well of 
plantations where there simply is not enough labor to gather all of the tea on 
time. They say that if they did collect all of the tea that they could possibly 
collect that they would not have enough labor in their families to process it. 
The villagers have a revolving fund in the village from which they can borrow 
money to pay for labor. But some villagers then say that there is more work 
than there is labor to be found. The cost of importing labor may be prohibitive 
given the returns.  
 
Some of the problems of labor can be overcome with labor saving technology 
and infrastructure. Whereas most villagers used machetes to mow the grass 
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in their plantations, many can be seen today using petrol powered grass 
cutters. With the construction of roads and concrete trails the villagers can 
access the plantations with motorcycles and pick-up trucks.  
 
Officials from the Royal Project tell a similar story regarding the labor issues in 
the village. They also related how years ago Ban Mae Lai would import labor 
from the villages below. But that as the numbers of skilled tea harvesters 
decreased; there were fewer and fewer people who could make a good 
income from harvesting tea. Also when asked why the villagers in Ban Mae 
Lai did not participate in the shitake mushroom production program of the 
project, the officials reported that the villagers were busy with other work and 
had no time. Similarly the villagers related that the production of mushrooms 
required too much labor, which they had often had to hire out making the final 
profits from mushrooms quite small.  
 
When asked why there are almost no laborers available to help with the tea 
harvest, the villagers give the following reasons: 

1. The labor force is longer as skilled in harvesting tea. As labor is paid by 
the amount of tea harvested unskilled harvesters do not make very 
much. The loss of skill in harvesting tea is attributed to the children 
being in school and not developing the skills to harvest tea.  

2. The labor required during the harvest of chewing tea requires working 
day and night. At night all of the tea harvested during that day has to be 
bound, steamed and put in the pickling vats.  

3. The work is seasonal. In contrast to wages being better in the urban 
areas where the employment is constant. 

 

Income 
Methodology 
Establishing the income of a household can be problematic. First of all people 
may not be willing to reveal their income. Secondly, much of the income the 
villagers receive is informal, intermittent and not recorded. Therefore, 
calculation of income relies upon the memory of the interviewee and amounts 
are more guesses than calculated estimates. The interviewer had to 
sometimes list different possible sources of income before the interviewee 
could recall that they had income from other sources. It is possible the 
interviewer was not aware of some sources of income and therefore those 
sources have not been recorded. For example, it has been discovered 
subsequent to the interview that the villagers do bee keeping. However, 
during the interviews on household income, no villager reported earning 
income from the sale of honey.  
 
Interviewees were asked to detail the various sources of income only for the 
year 2007.  No information was collected on household expenditures or 
regarding savings. The figures below represent gross household income. 
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In addition to asking households to estimate their income, observable data on 
economic status was also collected. This included high priced consumer items 
as well as expensive building materials in the household. 
 

Sources of Income 
Villagers identified 8 different sources of income in their community: 
 
• NTFPs 
• Government 
• Private Business 
• Handicrafts 
• Service 
• Skilled Labor 
• Unskilled Labor 
• Agricultural production 
 
We can see from the number of households that the major source of income 
is from agricultural work with the main source of this being chewing tea 
production. However, not all households are producing chewing tea. The 
second most common source of income mentioned by household is unskilled 
labor. This would include labor for harvesting tea, manual labor for road work 
or construction. Some of this work may be local or outside the village. A third 
source of income is the service sector. This includes persons who are hired as 
caretakers, gardeners, housekeepers and cooks for holiday homes in the area 
or at Pang Soong Lodge. 
 
The households not involved in agricultural production are either past the age 
that they can work the land, are selling their labor or are earning income in the 
service sector.  
 

Total Income 
The total income reported for the 39 households in 2007 is 3,229, 410 THB.  
 

Income from hiring out labor 
is the largest source of 
income bringing even more 
income than the main 
economic activity engaged in 
by the largest number of 
households, chewing tea and 
coffee cultivation.  
 
The income from the private 
sector is quite high, however, 
600,000 THB of this amount 
is earned by one household, 
of a chewing tea broker. 

Income Source Total 

Non-timber Forest Products 10,600 THB
Handicrafts 15,150 THB
Skilled Labor 21,500 THB
Government 243,600 THB
Service 512,810 THB
Private Business 629,200 THB
Agriculture 760,200 THB
Unskilled Labor 1,036,350 THB
Total  3,229,410 THB
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They buy the chewing tea in the village and sells it in area markets. The 
remaining 5% come from a man who has a pick-up truck for hire and a couple 
of houses which have small sundry shops.  
 
When considering the data presented here, it is important to bear in mind that 
while the tea broker may have the highest income, he most likely has high 
expenses. Without knowing his net income, it is not possible to establish this 
households wealth in relation to the other.  
 
The income from handicrafts comes primarily from basket and broom weaving 
activities. Skilled labor income is from men who are experienced as 
construction workers and carpenters. Government workers include the village 
headman, a member of the Sub District Administration Organization (SAO) 
Council, and an accountant employee at the SAO.  Very few people are 
involved with selling Non-timber forest Products (NTFPs) in the village. Herbal 
medicine constitutes the major part of the NTFPs sold. 
 

No. of Households per Income Source
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We can see the largest number of households is involved in agricultural 
production with the main source of this being chewing tea production. 
However, not all households are producing chewing tea. The households not 
involved in agricultural production are either past the age that they can work 
the land, do not own land, are selling their labor or are earning income in the 
service sector. 
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Percentage of Income by Source
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The second major economic activity is from selling unskilled labor. This would 
include labor for harvesting tea, manual labor for road work or construction. 
Some of these work may be local or outside the village. A third source of 
income is the service sector.  
 
Economic activities from private business activities, handicrafts, NTFPs and 
the government sector are engaged in by a very small part of the village.  
 

Average Income 
The overall average income per household for 2007 the village is 83,000 THB 
per capita. The average income for the Northern Region of Thailand is 59,000 
THB per year. And the average for the Province of Chiang Mai in 2006 is 
69,000 THB. 3  

 

Poverty Line 
In 2002 the National Economic and Social Development Board defined the 
rural poverty line for Northern Thailand at 1,033 THB per month per person.4 
This is equivalent to 12,396 THB per year per person.  
 
Examining the reported household income in Ban Mae Lai, we find that based 
on the interview data that nine households might be classified as below the 
poverty line.  

                                                 
3 2006, Office of the National Economic and Social Development Board; 
http://www.nesdb.go.th/Default.aspx?tabid=96  
4 2002, Office of the National Economic and Social Development Board; 
http://www.nscb.gov.ph/poverty/conference/papers/7_Thai%20official%20poverty.pdf  
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Percentage of HH in Relation to the Poverty Line
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Observable Indicators of Economic Status 
 Given in the imprecision of collecting income data through verbal interviews 
observable data on economic status was also recorded to compare with the 
results of the data collected by interview. If the interview took place inside the 
home, the interviewer would mark the number of indicators observed. If the 
interview was done outside or away from the home, she would verbally ask 
the interviewee if these items were in their home. Some of the households 
may contain more than one of any particular item. No attempt was made to 
count the number of any item in the household. It was only recorded if the 
household had a particular item or not.  
 

 Observable signs help to provide a more 
complete picture of the households 
economic status particularly if there are 
family members not living at home who 
may sending remittances to parents or 
other family members. There is an 
underlying assumption that when people 
have expendable income that they will buy 
entertainment equipment, labor saving 
devices and luxury goods. However, this 
assumption may not always hold true 
especially when a family is saving to build 
a new house or to pay for a child’s 
education. 
 
The items which were found in almost 
every house were a refrigerator and a 
television. Motorcycles were found in 31 

Observed Indicator Total HH

Computer 1
Factory Furniture 4
Satellite Dish 5
Tile Floor 6
Car/pickup 16
Sound System 18
Washing Machine 21
DVD/VCR Player 24
Motorcycle 31
Gas Stove 32
TV Set 37
Refrigerator 38
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homes with a large of number of homes have two or more motorcycles. The 
most expensive item in the list was, a car or pickup truck, found in 41% of the 
homes with several homes having two vehicles and one 3 vehicles.  
 
Telephones were originally included in the list of indicators but the information 
was not collected in all homes and therefore cannot be included. However, it 
was observed that there are satellite phones in 6 homes and several villagers 
have mobile phones they use when they go down the mountain. Observed too 
late to be included in the survey, as well, was the fact that many homes had 
microwave ovens.  
 
Of 39 households only one had not a one item on the list. The average 
number of observed indicators per household is six. No household reported 
having all 12 indicators. Three households had 10 of the items on the list.  
 
The households were divided in three economic categories: low, mid and 
high. Households with less than four indicators are assigned to the lowest 
economic bracket; houses with five to six signs the middle; and those with 
more than seven the highest. A majority, 41%, fall into the highest bracket 
with just less than a quarter in the lowest.  

Observed Economic Indicators

23%

36%

41% 4 and below
5 to 6
7 to 12

 
 

Poverty Line and Observed Indicators Correlation 
From the observed indicators of economic status we can see that the majority 
of villagers have sufficient income to purchase expensive consumer goods or 
to modernize their homes. 
 
How do the observed indicators compare with the households reporting 
income below the poverty line? Of the nine households reporting income 
under the poverty line only three of these fall into the lowest bracket of 
observed indicators. One of the homes supposedly below the poverty line has 
the most observed indicators of any household in the village. 
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At the other end of the spectrum, the 26 households having income at 60% or 
more above the poverty line, 24 had five or more observable indicators 
placing them in the upper income bracket.  
 
While the interview data and the observed data did not have a strong 
correlation in the lower income bracket, it did in the upper income bracket. 
Clearly there are sources of income which were not captured by the oral 
interview. The sale of land or property and money received from relatives 
living and working elsewhere could be among sources of unreported income. 
Regarding income from private property, we have anecdotes of people selling 
chewing tea plantations located near the road for good prices to people 
wanting to build a holiday homes.  
 
So, how many households are genuinely below the poverty line? To say with 
any accuracy more research using more precise survey instruments would 
need to be done. However, it would appear from the data collected that there 
are very few households under the poverty line, perhaps two or three. 

Income from Tourism 
One of the purposes of this survey is to find baseline data relating to the 
income that villagers receive from tourism. It is assumed that the tourism 
activities from Pang Soong Lodge will increase the income that villagers 
receive from tourism.  
 
Currently 14 homes report income relating directly to the activities at Pang 
Soong Lodge. The amount received by each household varies from 200 THB 
in 2007 to 103,500 THB. The total amount reported by the villagers for 2007 is 
237,210 THB representing 7% of the total income reported by the interviewed 
households.  
 
The villagers reported receiving income from the following activities: tour 
guiding, handicraft sales, food service, labor, housekeeping, and direct 
employment by Pang Soong Lodge. The largest portion of these earnings 
came from direct employment with housekeeping and labor being second and 
third.  The income from handicrafts came primarily from the sale of tea leaf 
pillows.  
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Income from Tourism
 1,000 THB

 3,600 THB

 14,010 THB

 66,100 THB

 151,500 THB

 1,000 THB

Tour Guiding
Handicrafts
Food Service
Labor
House Keeping
Pang Soong Staff

 

Land Management 
Land Use 
The interviewees were asked what they used their private land for. This did 
not include land for residential purposes but for agricultural purposes. Of the 
39 households only three reported either not having land or not having land in 
production.  
 
No information was gathered on the size and location of the villagers land 
holdings. Future research on this would shed additional light on the 
economics of the village. 
 
All households with land in production are growing miang or chewing tea. 
Three quarters report that they have coffee trees and 58% have some fruit 
trees. The other two significant uses for the land are for growing household 
vegetables, and for building materials. 
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Land Use
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Historically, this village is a miang village. Chewing tea is the basis of 
community’s economy and this is revealed by the large percentage of the 
population involved in its cultivation. 
  
Coffee has been introduced within the last five years with most of the 
producers only having planted their first coffee trees three years ago. 
 
Regarding the fruit, most of the people interviewed said that they only grew 
fruit for household consumption. The same can be said for vegetables.  
 
Building materials such as wood and bamboo are collected but do not seem to 
be cultivated in any intentional manner. Herbs for medicinal use may also not 
be intentionally cultivated but are collected from their plantations and used 
mostly for the owners benefit.  
 
Agarwood and rattan cultivation as well livestock raising were only reported by 
one household each. Villagers tell of how just a few years ago many of them 
ran cattle in the forest. With the switch to coffee cultivation, it was necessary 
to stop raising cattle as the cattle would destroy the coffee trees. Agarwood or 
mai getsana, (Aquilaria crassna), is a high value native tree prized for its 
fragrant resinous wood for use in perfume. Many villagers report the presence 
of this tree in their tea plantation but only one household reported intentionally 
growing it for its economic value.  

Agro forestry Practices 
Villagers were asked in an open ended question to describe rules and 
practices for agro forestry. The resulting discussion would often turn into a 
description of how people took care of the coffee and tea plantations.  
 
The following list of rules and practices is by no means a comprehensive 
description of how the villagers manage their agro forestry plots. Some of the 
rules and practices may represent actual government laws and regulations 
while others are practices established by the villagers themselves. For some 
rules and practices there does not seem to be a consensus as evidenced by 
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some of the conflicting statements. Agro forestry practices in Ban Mae Lai 
seem to be quite complex and require more in depth study.  
 
Agro Forestry Rules 

• Plant only on your own land 
• Not allowed to expand area of cultivation 
• Not allowed to practice shifting cultivation 
• Not allowed to cut grass outside of cultivation area 
• Allowed to cut grass on their own land 
• No cultivation of illegal substances 
• Must have a document showing that you are the owner 
• Allowed to bring seedlings out of the forest 
• Allowed to decrease area of cultivation 
• Can only plant crops from the royal project 
• Not allowed to remove large plants  
• Can cultivate anything you want 
• High value woods can be cultivated, if registered 
• High value woods can be harvested only from your own land. 
• You will be fined if you harvest tea or coffee from others land 
• Permission is required to harvest high value wood products 
• You will be fined if you plant on other's land 

 
Practices 

• Do not to use pesticides for tea or coffee 
• Use leaves and grass as fertilizer 
• Can cut grass everywhere but near the tea tree 
• Do not use chemical fertilizer for tea 
• Can use manure fertilizer or bio-fertilizers 
• Cut the grass but do not cut trees and tree seedlings 
• Use chemical fertilizer for coffee trees 
• Cut the grass around the coffee trees. 
• Some people grow vegetables 
• Grow coffee from fallen seeds 
• Harvest tea 4 times per year 
• Coffee is harvest 3 times a year 
• Cut only 2/3 of tea leaves 
• Diseased trees must be cut and burned 
• Abandoned tea trees are rehabilitated by cutting them back 

 
Agro forestry is clearly limited to areas where the villagers have usage rights 
to the land. These areas appear to be strictly defined. It is no longer possible 
to clear more areas for cultivation and encroachment on others property will 
be punished. 
 
The rules pertaining to high value woods, such as agarwood, reflect the strict 
government control on the cutting of timber. The villagers can grow high value 
woods commercially but only if they register their seedlings. However, the 
villagers are reluctant to do this citing uncertainty about obtaining final 
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permission to harvest the timber, fear that the government regulations will 
change as well as concern that government officials will need to inspect their 
plantations and may find something wrong with their land papers possibly 
resulting in the loss of their land. Many people report that the size of the plots 
is larger than their land documents say. Hence, when the headman was 
asked how many villagers have registered high value wood plantations, the 
answer was not one person.  
 
Grass cutting is one of the main management activities of agro forestry and 
clearly marks the boundaries of their property. Cutting grass outside of the 
their own property may be prohibited as it could be viewed as a way that 
people can encroach on forest lands. During grass cutting is also when the 
villagers select the seedlings that they will allow to grow into canopy trees. 
From listening to the villagers one would understand that all understory 
herbaceous plants, shrubs and trees are mown down and all upper story trees 
are allowed to grow to maturity. However, upon viewing the tea plantations 
this seems to be a simplistic description because allowing all canopy trees to 
grow to maturity would result in denser forest than now exists. Additional 
enquiry needs to be done to determine which species are allowed to cohabit 
with the tea and how seedlings, which are allowed to mature, are selected.  
 
Of the 36 households cultivating tea, 20 report that their plantations border 
open forest. The other 16 say that their lands are surrounded by others 
property. So, there is potential for someone to increase their plot size by 
mowing grass in adjacent forest areas, if they wanted to.  
 
The lack of pesticide use seems universal and not the result of a rule but as 
something deemed unnecessary. Fertilizers of different sorts are used on 
coffee trees as a practice promoted by the Royal Project. There was a 
collective consensus that fertilizing tea trees, on the other hand, was 
completely superfluous. 
 

Non-timber Forest Products Rules and Practices 
Villagers in Ban Mae Lai collect products from the forest daily. Forest products 
make up a large part of their diet, provide herbal medicines as well as 
materials for handicrafts and construction. As this is a resource shared in 
common by the village, the community has developed over time a system of 
rules and practices for managing these resources. Some of these may have 
been done in response to outside pressures or to national laws. As with agro 
forestry, this list of NTFP rules and practices is not exhaustive and only 
scratches the surface of something more complex. 
 
NTFP Rules 

• Not allowed to sell bamboo shoots collected from the forest 
• Allowed to sell bamboo shoots from your own land 
• Not allowed to collect orchids  
• Allowed to collect orchids for your land 
• Only allowed to sell orchids if propagated at home 
• Cannot cut large trees without permission 
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• It is not allowed to sell NTFPs but you can collect and consume them 
yourself 

• You can collect firewood on your land but not in the community forest 
• Only allowed to collect dead wood for firewood 
• Cannot cut the pine trees but can collect the resin 
• Not allowed to sell agarwood 
• You will be fined for collecting bamboo shoots from others land 
• Seedlings collected from the forest can be planted in the village but 

cannot be removed from the village 
• Mushrooms collected in the forest can be sold 
• Outsiders are not allowed to collect wood or NTFPs 
• You can collect NTFPs from others land if you have permission 
• Cannot sell wood from your land without permission 
• Herbal medicine cannot be sold. Only for personal consumption 
• Unlimited harvest of bamboo on your land, but harvest from the forest 

is restricted. 
• Not allowed to sell plants and seedlings from the forest 
• Not allowed to sell seedlings of high value wood 
• Allowed to harvest plants from plantation then propagate for sell. 

 
Practices 

• Cut bamboo down to the roots for it to sprout 
• Cut only two shoots from each clump of bamboo 
• Cut only the head of the mushroom - leave the roots 

 
From the rules and practices emerges a consensus that NTFPs are for 
communal use only and that the exploitation of this resource is reserved only 
for members of the community and that only a small and limited amount of 
commercial exploitation is allowed.  
 
The prohibition on the sale of NTFPs appears to stem from a history of 
excessive harvesting by outsiders and villagers alike of NTFPs. In particular 
the villagers talk about mass harvests of bamboo shoots, rattan and a tree 
called gai or gai sai, which did not extirpate these plants from the forest but 
certainly resulted in a decreased abundance. Further investigation may be 
needed to see to what extent these rules are a result of government regulation 
or policy and to what extent the villagers have protected these NTFPs in order 
to maintain social harmony in the village as well as to protect them for their 
own use.  
 
Orchids seem to be one forest plants which many villagers mention with great 
frequency. There is not a consensus on what rules for orchids are. But what is 
clear is that the collection of orchids from the forest is restricted. It appears 
that cultivating orchids at home is possible but even then some villagers say 
only on a small scale.  
 
Similarly there seems to be restrictions on the collection of seedlings and 
mature plants. This could be a result of plant nurseries collecting stock as well 
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as people buying seedlings of high value woods, like agarwood, for 
commercial plantations.  
 
Interestingly, the villagers only describe a couple of management practices 
relating to NTFPs, two regarding how to manage bamboo: (1) how stimulate 
growth, (2) how not to over harvest bamboo. The third practice is related to 
how to harvest mushrooms.  
 
Given the scope and variety of NTFPs harvested as well as their importance 
to the villagers, more research should be conducted on the villagers’ practices 
in relation to NTFPs.  
 

Management of the Community Forest 
When asked about how the villagers managed the forest, the villagers often 
did not know how to respond. However, when asked to explain why the forest 
in neighboring villages was not in as good shape as their forest they were able 
to describe a variety of forestry practices to explain the difference.  
 
Community Forestry Practices 

• Build fire breaks 
• Cannot set fires in the forest 
• Cannot cut the plants in the forest 
• Cannot catch wildlife 
• Cannot throw trash 
• Cannot use electric shock to catch fish 
• Only take what you can use 
• Report people logging in the forest 
• Cannot burn trash in the forest 
• Can only collect the small seedlings 
• Cannot practice swidden agriculture 
• Protect the watershed for the reservoir below 
• Help to fight forest fires 
• Only use dead wood to make firewood 
• Put out camp fires before leaving 
• Do not smoke cigarettes in the forest 
• Forestry Dept. Officials come and check every month 
• Do not throw trash in the water 
• Cannot cut the trees in the watershed 
• Village leadership patrols the forest when they are reports of hunting or 

cutting wood 
 
Preventing and fighting fires is a large part of the management of the forest. 
Traditionally the villagers have built fire breaks to prevent fire in the tea 
plantations. In recent years the Watershed Management Unit and the Sub 
district Adminstration Organization have provided training, funds and 
assistance in fighting fires and building fire breaks. 
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Historically the two activities which threaten the community’s continued 
existence to stay in the forest were the practice of swidden agriculture and 
logging of the watershed forest. Protection of the forest became crucial if the 
villagers were to remain on their lands. With a large irrigation reservoir on the 
Mae Lai River at the base of the mountain, protection of the Mae Lai 
Watershed became requirement of the government if the villagers were to 
remain. 
 
The villagers are also aware that protecting the forest does not only mean 
protecting the plants and trees, it also means protecting animals and 
practicing sustainable fishing practices.  
 

Hunting 
Villagers were not asked directly about whether they hunted or not as they 
would likely answered that they did not. Admitting to hunting would be 
admitting to breaking the law. Instead of asking directly about hunting the 
interviewer asked in a roundabout way if there was a working gun in the 
household and when the gun was last used. It can be assumed that a gun in 
the house would most likely be used for hunting and that use of the gun would 
indicate hunting activity. 
 
The purpose for inquiring about the use of guns is not so much to ascertain 
who is hunting or how much hunting is occurring but to identify people with 
knowledge about wildlife. The can be useful in providing data about wildlife as 
well as being trained as guides for tourists wishing to see and learn more 
about wildlife.  
 
Twenty-one (53%) households said that they had guns. Of these, nine said 
that they had used a gun in the past year. However, it is known that not all 
interviewees were truthful about the last time that used the gun. One villager, 
who said that he had not used his gun in 2 years, was seen shortly after being 
interviewed carrying his gun into the forest accompanied by two hunting dogs.  
 
Just as the traditional practices of logging and swidden agriculture needed to 
be control or curtailed, so have the villagers found that the cessation of 
hunting and trapping to be necessary to avoid conflict with government 
authorities. 
 

Wildlife 
The interviewer showed the villagers silhouettes of the many of the mammals 
potentially found in the forest. The villager was first asked to identify all of the 
animals seen in the past year and then to identify which signs of animals they 
had seen or heard in the past year. Signs of animals included tracks, scat, fur, 
nest, borrow, dead animal, calls and others. 
 
Information about other types of wildlife (fish, birds, reptiles, etc) were not 
collected as it was felt that the villagers would be most aware of mammals 
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and identifying the other types of animals would be problematic and too time 
consuming.  
 

 
Village were shown silhouettes of these animals 
 
All houses interviewed reported seeing mammals in the past year. Following 
is the list of animals that villagers said that they saw in 2007.  
 
Flying Squirrel Bat 
Squirrel Barking Deer 
Pangolin Bamboo rat 
Wild Boar Rodents 
Civet Deer 
Burmese Hare Marten 
Badger Monkey 
Wild cat Asiatic jackal 
Gibbon Shrew 
Serow Bear 
Otter  
 
In the case of flying squirrels, bats, rodents and civets interviewees were not 
asked to differentiate between the different species. In the case of two 
rodents, the Shrew and Bamboo Rat, the information was recorded separately 
as these two species are well known and easy for the villagers to identify.   
 
In the case of Gibbons only one household reported having seen these 
animals. Probably the interviewee was confusing Gibbons with monkeys, 
although he also reporting seeing monkeys as well.  
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Mammals Seen in the Previous 12 Months
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Thirteen houses reporting seeing more than 8 different types of mammals in 
the past 12 months.  Of these 13 homes, nine said that they had working 
guns. In general the villagers displayed a high awareness of mammals and 
their behavior. Villagers whose fields were close to their homes and who did 
not enter the forest admitted to not knowing very much. In homes where a 
high number of animal sightings were reported, the interview subject was a 
man. This may in part be explained by the fact that men are the hunters and 
therefore more like to encounter the mammals.  
 
Most households reported observing fewer signs than sighting. Also the 
interviewer may have not enquired about signs of animals which the villagers 
had already reported sightings of. Several households said that they had seen 
no animal signs in the previous year. They gave reasons that their plantations 
were not deep in the forest and they did not travel very far or often into the 
forest. 
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Animal Signs seen in the Past Year
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Interestingly the burrows of the shrew were the most commonly seen sign 
reported. This could be in part to the interviewer asking leading questions 
specifically about the shrew. The villagers reported seeing the burrows in their 
tea plantations.  
 
The fact that most villagers reporting seeing rats, mice, squirrel and bats can 
be explained by these animals living in or near to their homes. In the case of 
wild boar, Barking Deer, monkeys, Burmese Hare and deer, different houses 
often reporting seeing them or their signs in the same areas. For example 
monkeys were reported by the waterfall or near to Pang Ma-o. Serows and 
their traces near the waterfall. Bear signs were most often reported in the 
stream areas at the head of the watershed. Regarding otters, it was quite 
surprising that three households reporting seeing otters. In one house they 
even asked, “Is this the animal that plays in the water and lives along the 
stream?” “I saw one of these with its offspring playing in the stream.” 
 

Extirpated Mammals 
The villagers were asked to name the mammals which they were aware had 
vanished from the forest in their lifetime. The responses cannot be understood 
to be wildlife which has actually been extirpated from the forest as some of the 
same animals which were observed by some villagers were reported missing 
by others. As some of the animals may have actually be extirpated, the 
responses also need to be view in the light how often these villagers nor go 
into the forest and what activities bring them in contact with the mammals.  
 
The age of the interviewee will also affect the types of mammals which they 
might name. The question which mammals have gone missing in your lifetime 
will be answered differently by people of different ages. As the average age of 
the interviewees is around 50, we can expect that most of the interviewees 
would be reporting about mammals which they knew existed in their teens and 
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20’s , 30 – 40 years ago. Interestingly, there were a couple of men in their 80s 
who reported seeing guar, banteng and wild elephant. But for most of the 
people interviewed these mammals were probably extirpated by the time that 
they were born and, therefore, they do not list them among the animals 
extirpated in their lifetime.  
 

Mammals Extirpated in Interviewees' Lifetime
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There is a strong awareness among the people interviewed that the porcupine 
and the larger deer species have been extirpated. The villagers tell about how 
easy it was for the hunters to catch the porcupine and that people liked to eat 
it. In one home the interviewer saw antlers of a Sambar Deer which the owner 
said he had shot when he was a young man 50 years before.  
 

Mammals which have returned 
The interviewer asked if the villagers were aware of any of the extirpated 
mammals had returned.  
 
Some villagers talked about how there had been a tiger kill in a neighboring 
village a few years before. They also spoke of how the population of barking 
deer and wild boar has rebounded from low numbers. But there was a pretty 
uniform consensus that none of the mammals which they were aware had 
been extirpated had returned.  

Collection of Non-timber Forest Products 
The villagers were asked about NTFPs in an open manner as to which things 
they collected from the forest. A common reaction by the interviewees was 
that there certainly was not enough time to tell us the names of all of the 
things that they collected and besides we would not know what they were 
talking about anyway nor would we be a particularly interested. As asking the 
question in an open mannered fashion did not reveal much information, the 
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interviewee developed a list of NTFPs collected and would then ask about 
each NTFP on the list adding to the list as the villager mentioned a new one. 
While this method of asking leading questions, causes problems when 
analyzing the data to determine awareness of the household, it does help to 
stimulate conversation about NTFPs and may have jogged the memory of 
some people to talk about other NTFPs.  
 
The person interviewed was asked the name of the NTFP, its uses and the 
months in which it was collected. One problem encountered in recording this 
information was that the villagers use the traditional Muang calendar for their 
production cycles and cannot always remember which months these are in 
the Gregorian Calendar.  The interviewer used an approximate converter but 
as the Muang months are based on the lunar cycles they do not always 
correspond to the Gregorian months.  
 
Month Table for Interviewer 
Gregorian 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Muang 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 
  
Due to inexact conversion to the Gregorian calendar and confusion about 
which calendar to use, the information on the months of collection may not be 
accurate. Further research needs to be carried out.  
 
The villagers, naturally, gave us the names by which they call the plants and 
trees in their local dialect. Often these names differ from village to village and 
region to region. We have been able to identify some of these names using 
Northern Thai dictionaries. But for many of the NTFPs we have not been able 
to identify the scientific name of the species. Others have local names similar 
to other species which creates uncertainty about which plant they are actually 
talking about.  
 
Further research into identifying these NTFPs needs to be done. The best 
method would be to physically collect a specimen to determine which species 
it is by taxonomic identification methods. 
 
The largest list of NTFPs is the list of NTFPs which can be used as food 
sources. Next in length is the medicinal NTFP list and with the shortest being 
the non-edible NTFPs. There is some overlap from list to list. For example, 
rattan can be eaten, the seed used as an herbal medicine and the mature 
plant used for handicrafts and in construction.  
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Food NTFPs 

Scientific Name Thai Name(s) Use 1 Use 2 Use 3 Use 4 Use 5 

Sandoricum 
koetjape กะทอน Eating raw         

  กาวเครือขาว Using in Thai 
salad 

        

  กาวเครือแดง Using in Thai 
salad 

        

  กุง Cooking for Thai 
salad 

        

Artocarpus 
heterophyllus Lam. ขนุน/มะโนน Making a curry Eating raw Using in Thai 

salad 
    

  ไครมันปา Making chili sauce         

Acacia pennata 
(L.) Willd. Ssp. 
Inseavis (Lace) 
Nielsen 

ชะอม Making a curry Steaming Frying Roasting 
with egg 

  

Markhamia 
stipulata (Wall.) 
Seem. Ex K. Sch. 
Var. kerrii Sprague 

ดอกแค Frying Using in Thai 
salad 

Steaming  Eating with 
chili sauce 

Making chili 
sauce 

Sesbania 
grandiflora? ดอกแคแน Using in Thai 

salad 
Making a curry Eating with chili 

sauce 
    

Trevesia palmata 
(DC.) Vis. ดอกตาง Steaming Soaking Eating with chili 

sauce 
Making a 
curry 

Boiling 
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Food NTFPs 

  ดอกลิงลาว Making a curry Steaming Eating with chili 
sauce 

Boiling   

  ดอกหมาก Making a curry Steaming Eating with chili 
sauce 

    

Caryota mitis Lour. ตนเขือง Making a curry         

  ตะไครมด Using in Thai 
salad 

        

Colocasia 
esculenta (L.) 
Schott 

บอน Making a curry Making chili sauce       

Colocasia ? บอนผา Making a curry with 
pork's leg 

Making a curry       

Colocasia ? บอนหวาน Making steamed fish 
with curry paste 

        

  บุนนาก Using in Thai 
salad 

        

Cratoxylum ? ใบติ้ว Using in Thai 
salad 

Eating with chili 
sauce 

      

Camellia sinensis 
(L.) O.K. var. 
assamica (Mast.) 
Kita 

ใบเมี่ยง Using in Thai 
salad 

        

  ใบสมจี ้ Using in Thai 
salad 
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Food NTFPs 

  ปลา Cooking for Thai 
salad 

        

Musa acuminata 
Colla spp. Siamea 
Simm. 

ปลี Eating with rice Making a curry Eating with chili 
sauce 

Using in 
Thai salad 

Steaming 

  ปอง Using in Thai 
salad 

        

? ปู Cooking for Thai 
salad 

        

Diplazium 
esculentum (Retz.) 
Sw. 

ผักกูด Making a curry Frying Using in Thai 
salad 

Boiling Making 
steamed fish 
with curry paste

  ผักขางแดง Using in Thai 
salad 

        

  ผักไคร Using in Thai 
salad 

        

  ผักซา Making soup for 
Thai vermicelli 
eaten with curry  

        

  ผักดีควาย Eating with 
minced meat 

        

  ผักไทร/ผักฮี ้ Making a curry Steaming Using in Thai 
salad 

Making 
sour soup 

Frying 
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Clausena 
excavata Burm. f. 
var. excavata 

ผักเพี้ยฟาน Using in Thai 
salad 

Eating with chili 
sauce 

Eating with 
minced meat 

Making 
chili sauce 

  

  ผักหนัง Pickling Eating with chili 
sauce 

Making a sour 
soup 

Making a 
curry 

  

Lasia spinosa 
thw. 

ผักหนาม Using in Thai 
salad 

Eating with chili 
sauce 

Making a curry     

 Sauropus 
androgynus (L.) 
Merr 

ผักหวาน Making a curry         

  ผักหอมดวล/สะระแหน Making a curry Making with 
minced meat 

      

  ผักเหงือด Making a curry Using in Thai 
salad 

      

Aporosa octandra 
(B.-H. ex D. Don) 
Vick. Var. octandra 

ผักเหมือด Using in Thai 
salad 

        

Ficus virens Ait. 
Var. sublanceolta 
(Miq.) Corn. 

ผักเฮือด Steaming Making a curry Using in Thai 
salad 

    

  มองกองขาว Using in Thai 
salad 

        

Fagaeae มะกอ Roasting Eating like a snack       
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Spondias pinnata 
(L.F.) Kurtz มะกอก Making chili sauce         

Castanopsis 
acuminatissima 

มะกอเดย Roasting         

Castanopsis 
diversifolia 

มะกอแปน Roasting         

Phyllanthus 
emblica L. มะขามปอม Releasing the thirst         

  มะขูด Ingredient for curry         

Sechium edule 
Sw. (non-native) 

มะเขือเครือ Frying Making a curry Boiling Eating with 
chili sauce 

Steaming 

Solanum tirvum 
SW. มะเขือพวง Eating with chili 

sauce 
Frying       

 มะซาง Eating raw         

Garcinia 
xanthochymus Hk. 
f. ex T.  And. 

มะดะ Eating raw Pickling       

Ficus callosa 
Willd. มะเดื่อ Making a curry Eating as fruit       

Bouea 
macrophyalla Griff. มะปราง Eating raw         

  มะปอง Eating raw Pickling       

  มะปุปา Making a curry Steaming       
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Protium serratum มะแฟน Eating raw         

Baccaurea 
ramiflora Lour. มะไฟ Eating with fish 

sauce or salt 
Eating raw Eating with chili 

sauce 
    

  มะมวงแกว Eating raw         

Mangifera 
odorata 

มะมวงจี้ฮีด้ Eating raw         

Elaeagnus 
conferta Roxb. มะหลอด Eating raw Making a curry Eating with chili 

sauce 
Pickling Using in Thai 

salad 
  ยอดลองกอง Using in Thai 

salad 
        

  ยอดสมขุย Eating with chili 
sauce 

        

Morus alba Linn. ยอดหมอน Using in Thai 
salad 

        

Dimocarpus 
longan Lour. 
Spp. Longan var. 
longan 

ลำไย Eating raw         

Litchi chinensis 
Sonn. ssp. 
chinensis 

ลิ้นจี ่ Eating raw         

Parkia leiophylla 
Kurz สตอ/ฮอนกอง Eating as snack  Seed is edible       
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Garcinia speciosa 
Wall. สมมะปอง Eating raw         

  สมโอ/มะโอ Eating raw         

Azadirachta indica 
var. siamensis เสลียมดง Using in Thai 

salad 
Eating with chili 
sauce 

      

  หนวยเติม Eating raw         

Gigantochloa apus 
(Schult.) Kurz 

หนอไม Eating with rice Making a curry Leavening/ 
preserving 

Using in 
Thai salad 

Making chili 
sauce 

  หนามเลี๊ยบ Boiling Snack       

  หมากปูปา Steaming Eating with chili 
sauce 

      

  หมากเมา Eating raw         

  หวก/ลูกออด Cooking for Thai 
salad 

        

Calamus spp.  หวาย Making a curry Making chili sauce       

  เหด็กอ Making a curry         

  เหด็ขมิ้น Eating with rice Making a curry Steaming  Using in 
Thai salad 

  

  เหด็ขอนไม Making a curry         
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  เหด็ขาว Boiling Making a curry       

  เหด็ขาวตอก Eating with rice Making a curry Using in Thai 
salad 

    

  เหด็ไขหาน Steaming Making a curry       

  เหด็โคลน Eating with rice Making a curry Steaming  Eating with 
chili sauce 

Using in Thai 
salad 

  เหด็ดนิ Making spicy sour 
soup 

        

  เหด็แดง Eating with rice Making a curry Steaming  Eating with 
chili sauce 

Boiling 

  เหด็ถาน Boiling         

  เหด็นางฟา Making a curry Pickling       

  เหด็ปวก Making a curry Using in Thai 
salad 

Steaming  Eating with 
chili sauce 

Boiling 

  เหด็ฟาน Making a curry         

  เหด็ฟาลั่น Using in Thai 
salad 

        

  เหด็ฟาสะทอน Steaming Boiling Using in Thai 
salad 

Making a 
curry 
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  เหด็มัน Making a curry Steaming Eating with chili 
sauce 

Frying   

  เหด็ลม Making a curry Pickling Steaming  Eating with 
chili sauce 

Frying 

  เหดหนามอย Making a curry Steaming Boiling     

  เหด็หา Making a curry Steaming Eating with chili 
sauce 

    

Auricularia 
auricularis เหด็หหูน ู Making a curry         

 

Harvest Calendar of Food NTFPs 

Months Harvested Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

Sandoricum 
koetjape กะทอน               

  กาวเครือขาว                         

  กาวเครือแดง                         

  กุง              
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Harvest Calendar of Food NTFPs 

Months Harvested Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

Artocarpus 
heterophyllus Lam. ขนุน/มะโนน                

  ไครมันปา                         

Acacia pennata (L.) 
Willd. Ssp. Inseavis 
(Lace) Nielsen 

ชะอม 
                        

Markhamia 
stipulata (Wall.) 
Seem. Ex K. Sch. 
Var. kerrii Sprague 

ดอกแค 
                  

Sesbania 
grandiflora? ดอกแคแน              

Trevesia palmata 
(DC.) Vis. ดอกตาง 

                        

  ดอกลิงลาว 
                 

  ดอกหมาก                 

Caryota mitis Lour. ตนเขือง                         
  ตะไครมด                         
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Harvest Calendar of Food NTFPs 

Months Harvested Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

Colocasia 
esculenta (L.) 
Schott 

บอน 
                        

Colocasia ? บอนผา                         

Colocasia ? บอนหวาน                         
  บุนนาก                         
Cratoxylum ? ใบติ้ว                         

Camellia sinensis 
(L.) O.K. var. 
assamica (Mast.) 
Kita 

ใบเมี่ยง 
                

  ใบสมจี ้              

  ปลา              
Musa acuminata 
Colla spp. Siamea 
Simm. 

ปลี 
                        

  ปอง              
? ปู              
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Harvest Calendar of Food NTFPs 

Months Harvested Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

Diplazium 
esculentum (Retz.) 
Sw. 

ผักกูด 
                        

  ผักขางแดง                         
  ผักไคร                         

  ผักซา 
                        

  ผักดีควาย                         

  ผักไทร/ผักฮี ้                  

Clausena excavata 
Burm. f. var. 
excavata 

ผักเพี้ยฟาน 
                        

  ผักหนัง 
                        

Lasia spinosa 
thw. 

ผักหนาม                         

 Sauropus 
androgynus (L.) ผักหวาน              
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Harvest Calendar of Food NTFPs 

Months Harvested Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

Merr 
  ผักหอมดวล/สะระแหน 

                        

  ผักเหงือด              

Aporosa octandra 
(B.-H. ex D. Don) 
Vick. Var. octandra 

ผักเหมือด 
                        

Ficus virens Ait. 
Var. sublanceolta 
(Miq.) Corn. 

ผักเฮือด 
                        

  มองกองขาว                         

Fagaeae มะกอ 
                 

Spondias pinnata 
(L.F.) Kurtz มะกอก              

Castanopsis 
acuminatissima 

มะกอเดย              

Castanopsis 
diversifolia 

มะกอแปน              

Phyllanthus 
emblica L. มะขามปอม              
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Harvest Calendar of Food NTFPs 

Months Harvested Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

  มะขูด                         
Sechium edule 
Sw. (non-native) 

มะเขือเครือ                         

Solanum tirvum 
SW. มะเขือพวง               

 มะซาง              

Garcinia 
xanthochymus Hk. 
f. ex T.  And. 

มะดะ              

Ficus callosa Willd. มะเดื่อ                         
Bouea 
macrophyalla Griff. มะปราง              

  มะปอง              
  มะปุปา              
Protium serratum มะแฟน              

Baccaurea 
ramiflora Lour. มะไฟ                   

  มะมวงแกว                
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Harvest Calendar of Food NTFPs 

Months Harvested Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

Mangifera 
odorata 

มะมวงจี้ฮีด้              

Elaeagnus conferta 
Roxb. มะหลอด                

  ยอดลองกอง              
  ยอดสมขุย                         

Morus alba Linn. ยอดหมอน               
Dimocarpus 
longan Lour. Spp. 
Longan var. 
longan 

ลำไย 

             

Litchi chinensis 
Sonn. ssp. 
chinensis 

ลิ้นจี ่               

Parkia leiophylla 
Kurz สตอ/ฮอนกอง              

Garcinia speciosa 
Wall. สมมะปอง              

  สมโอ/มะโอ                    
Azadirachta indica 
var. siamensis เสลียมดง                         
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Harvest Calendar of Food NTFPs 

Months Harvested Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

  หนวยเติม              
Gigantochloa apus 
(Schult.) Kurz 

หนอไม                     

  หนามเลี๊ยบ              

  หมากปูปา              

  หมากเมา              

  หวก/ลูกออด              
Calamus spp.  หวาย                         

  เหด็กอ              
  เหด็ขมิ้น                

  เหด็ขอนไม               
  เหด็ขาว              
  เหด็ขาวตอก                
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Harvest Calendar of Food NTFPs 

Months Harvested Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

  เหด็ไขหาน               
  เหด็โคลน                    

  เหด็ดนิ              
  เหด็แดง                    

  เหด็ถาน              
  เหด็นางฟา              
  เหด็ปวก                 

  เหด็ฟาน              
  เหด็ฟาลั่น              
  เหด็ฟาสะทอน               

  เหด็มัน               
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Harvest Calendar of Food NTFPs 

Months Harvested Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

  เหด็ลม                

  เหดหนามอย                
  เหด็หา               

Auricularia 
auricularis เหด็หหูน ู                

 
 

Medicinal NTFPs  
Use Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

1 2 3 4 
  กะชายดำ Relieve backache       

  กาฝากมะมวงป Release hypertension       

  กาวเครือขาว Nourish the energy       

Spatholobus 
suberectus Dunn กาวเครือแดง Nourish the energy       

  กาสามปก Release backache Nourish the 
energy 

Young leaves edible Make a joint strong 
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Medicinal NTFPs  
Use Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

1 2 3 4 
  กําลังควายหนาน Nourish the blood       

  กําลังเสือโครง Release the pain Use in local 
alcohol 

    

  กุเลย Release flatulence       

  เกาแดง Nourish the energy       

  แกนฝาง Release the pain       

  แกนฟาง Release hypertension       

  แกรากเหลือง Release backache       

Ternstroemia 
gymnanthera Bedd. ไกแดง Nourish the energy Relieve backache    

Connarus 
semidecandrus Jack ขางแดง Nourish the energy       

  เขืองแขงมา Release blooded 
defecate 

      

Acorus gramineus Sol. 
Ex W. Ait. คางคาว Release flatulence       

Thunbergia laurifolia 
Lindl. เครือหนําแน/รงัจืด Release diabetes Detoxify snake's 

poison 
    

  จะคานแดง Nourish the energy Use in a curry     

  จุงจาลิน Release diabetes       
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Medicinal NTFPs  
Use Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

1 2 3 4 
  แจเครือ Nourish the energy Relieve backache Nourish the blood Release 

hemorrhoids 
  โดงไมรูลม Nourish the energy Relieve backache Use in local alcohol   

  ตนยาแกฮาก Release the pain Nourish the energy Have a good appetite   

  ทองปนจาง Release anemia       

  บอระเพด็ Release diabetes       

  บแฮะนก Relieve backache       

  บุนนาก Heart tonic       

  ใบฮอมจาง Cure beriberi Use in local 
alcohol 

    

  ปาปุง Nourish the energy Relieve backache Use in local alcohol   

  ปูเลย Relieve backache       

  เปลือกมะขามปอม Release mouth ulcer        

  เปานอย Release anemia       

Dioscorea decipiens 
Hk. F. เปาเลือด Nourish the blood Release mouth 

ulcer  
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Medicinal NTFPs  
Use Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

1 2 3 4 
  แปมปา Have a good appetite       

  พญาชางสาร Nourish the energy Relieve backache Use in local alcohol   

Betula alnoides Ham. 
Ex D.Don พญาเสือโครง Release backache       

  ไพ Release the pain       

  ฟาทะลายโจร Release diabetes       

  มะมวงสามป Release hypertension       

  มะอา Release abscess       

  มากระทืบโรง Nourish the energy       

  มาแมกํา Nourish the energy Relieve backache     

  มาสามตอน Release the pain and 
stomachache 

Relieve urinary 
tract stone 
disease  

Nourish the energy   

  เมี่ยง Release cancer       

  ไมฝาง Release poison       

  ยางกลวยปา Apply to the wounds, 
cuts, and burns 
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Medicinal NTFPs  
Use Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

1 2 3 4 
  รากไมเคยเห็น Relieve urinary tract 

stone disease  
      

  รากสีเหลือง Release food poison       

  วานไกแดง Release backache       

  วานโสม Release hypertension       

  สาบเสือ/หญาเมืองวาย Apply to the wounds, 
cuts, and burns 

      

  หกโตน Release backache Young leaves 
edible 

Release hemorrhoids Use in Thai salad 

  หญามางตาง Release flatulence Nourish the energy     

  หญามุงเตา Release hypertension       

  หญาสาบแฮง Apply to the wounds, 
cuts, and burns 

      

Celastrus 
monospermus Roxb. ฮอสะปายควาย Release the pain       

 

Harvest Calendar of Medicinal NTFPs  
Months Harvested Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
  กะชายดำ              
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Harvest Calendar of Medicinal NTFPs  
Months Harvested Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
  กาฝากมะมวงป                         
  กาวเครือขาว                         
Spatholobus 
suberectus Dunn กาวเครือแดง                         
  กาสามปก                         
  กําลังควายหนาน                         
  กําลังเสือโครง                         
  กุเลย                         
  เกาแดง                         
  แกนฝาง              
  แกนฟาง                         
  แกรากเหลือง                         
Ternstroemia 
gymnanthera Bedd. ไกแดง                         
Connarus 
semidecandrus 
Jack 

ขางแดง 
                        

  เขืองแขงมา                         
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Harvest Calendar of Medicinal NTFPs  
Months Harvested Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
Acorus gramineus 
Sol. Ex W. Ait. คางคาว                         
Thunbergia 
laurifolia Lindl. เครือหนําแน/รงัจืด                         
  จะคานแดง                         
  จุงจาลิน                         
  แจเครือ                         
  โดงไมรูลม                         

  ตนยาแกฮาก                         
  ทองปนจาง                         
  บอระเพด็                         
  บแฮะนก                         
  บุนนาก                         
  ใบฮอมจาง                         
  ปาปุง                         

  ปูเลย                         
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Harvest Calendar of Medicinal NTFPs  
Months Harvested Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
  เปลือกมะขามปอม              
  เปานอย                         
Dioscorea 
decipiens Hk. F. เปาเลือด                         
  แปมปา                         
  พญาชางสาร                         

Betula alnoides 
Ham. Ex D.Don พญาเสือโครง                         
  ไพ              
  ฟาทะลายโจร                         
  มะมวงสามป                         
  มะอา                         
  มากระทืบโรง                         
  มาแมกํา                         
  มาสามตอน                         
  เมี่ยง                         
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Harvest Calendar of Medicinal NTFPs  
Months Harvested Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
  ไมฝาง                         
  ยางกลวยปา                         
  รากไมเคยเห็น                         
  รากสีเหลือง                         
  วานไกแดง                         
  วานโสม                         
  สาบเสือ/หญาเมืองวาย                         
  หกโตน                         
  หญามางตาง              
  หญามุงเตา                         
  หญาสาบแฮง                         
Celastrus 
monospermus 
Roxb. 

ฮอสะปายควาย 
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Non-edible NTFPs  
Use Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

1 2 3 
Thysanolaena latifolia (Roxb. Ex Morn.) Honda ตองกง Make brooms     

  ไมกอ House's post     

Lithocarpus elegans (Bl.) Hatus. ex Soep. ไมกอ Firewood     

Microcos paniculata L. ไมกอม Firewood     

  ไมเกี๊ยะ Fuel     

  ไมไคร Firewood     

  ไมไครมด Firewood     

Glochidion sphaerogynum (M.-A.) Kurz ไมไครมันปา Firewood     

Adinandra integerrima T.  And. ex Dyer ไมจ้ํา Firewood     

  ไมจําปา House 
construction 

Make 
chairs 

  

Michelia baillonii Pierre ไมจําป House 
construction 

    

  ไมซาง Make mats     

  ไมตีนเปด Firewood     

  ไมตุม House 
construction 

Make doors   
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Non-edible NTFPs  
Use Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

1 2 3 
Schima wallichii (DC.) Korth. ไมทะโล Firewood     

  ไมบัว Shelter Bundle 
Miang 
leaves 

  

  ไมบัวนาค/ไมบุนนาก House 
construction 

    

  ไมไผเหี๊ยะ Make hats     

Protium serratum (Wall. ex Colebr.) Engl. ไมแฟน House's post     

  ไมแมคะยอม House's post     

    Board     
Toona ciliata M. Roem. ไมยมหอม/ไมยม House 

construction 
Make 
floors 

  

  ไมยาง House's post     

Semecarpus cochinchinensis Engl. ไมลัก/ไมฮั๊ก House 
construction 

    

Dimocarpus longan Lour. ssp. longan var. longan ไมลําไย Firewood     

  ไมสามสา Firewood     

  ไมสูโล House's post     

  ไมหลัว Firewood     
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Non-edible NTFPs  
Use Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

1 2 3 
Bambusa pallida Munro ไมหอก House fence     

  ไมหา Firewood     

Dendrocalamus giganteus (Wall.) Munro ไมหก/ไมไผหก Bundle Miang 
leaves 

House's 
wall 

Make 
mats and 
baskets 

Litsea salicifolia Nees ex Roxb. ไมไฮ Firewood     

  หวาย Make basket's 
handle 

    

 
 

Harvest Calendar of Non-edible NTFPs 
Months Harvested Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
Thysanolaena latifolia (Roxb. Ex Morn.) Honda ตองกง                       

  ไมกอ                         
Lithocarpus elegans (Bl.) Hatus. ex Soep. ไมกอ                         
Microcos paniculata L. ไมกอม                         
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Harvest Calendar of Non-edible NTFPs 
Months Harvested Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
  ไมเกี๊ยะ                         
  ไมไคร                         
  ไมไครมด                         
Glochidion sphaerogynum (M.-A.) Kurz ไมไครมนัปา                         
Adinandra integerrima T.  And. ex Dyer ไมจ้ํา                         
  ไมจําปา                         
Michelia baillonii Pierre ไมจําป                         
  ไมซาง                         
  ไมตีนเปด                         
  ไมตุม                         
Schima wallichii (DC.) Korth. ไมทะโล                         
  ไมบัว                         
  ไมบัวนาค/ไมบุนนาก                         
  ไมไผเหี๊ยะ                         
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Harvest Calendar of Non-edible NTFPs 
Months Harvested Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
Protium serratum (Wall. ex Colebr.) Engl. ไมแฟน                         
  ไมแมคะยอม                         
Toona ciliata M. Roem. ไมยมหอม/ไมยม 

                        

  ไมยาง                         
Semecarpus cochinchinensis Engl. ไมลัก/ไมฮั๊ก                         
Dimocarpus longan Lour. ssp. longan var. 
longan ไมลําไย                         
  ไมสามสา                         
  ไมสูโล                         
  ไมหลัว                         
Bambusa pallida Munro ไมหอก                         
  ไมหา                         
Dendrocalamus giganteus (Wall.) Munro ไมหก/ไมไผหก                         

Litsea salicifolia Nees ex Roxb. ไมไฮ                         
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Harvest Calendar of Non-edible NTFPs 
Months Harvested Scientific Name Thai Name(s) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
  หวาย 
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Photographic Record of Homes 
A photograph was taken of each home as a record of how the outside of the home looked at the time of the survey. When these 
photos are compared with photos from any future survey, it may provide useful information to see how the homes have changed.  
Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

1 34/4 

 
 
 
 
 
 

นายสุนทร 
รังสรรค 

Mr. 
Soonthorn  
Rangsarn 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

2 34/3 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายสมบัติ 
ชุมเมืองอิน 

Mr. 
Sombat 

ChumMuangIn 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

3 34 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายสงวน  
เรือนทิศ 

Mr. 
Sa-Nguan 
Rueantit 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

4 53 

 
 
 
 
 

นายประกอบ 
ใจขศิลป 

Mr. 
Prakorb 
Jaisilp 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

5 27 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายเมือง 
โยอินชัย 

Mr. 
Muang 

Yo-Inchai 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

6 34/1 

 
 
 
 
 

นายทรายคํา 
รังสรรค 

Mr. 
Saikham 
Rangsan 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

7 50 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายจํารัส 
ใจศิลป 
Mr. 

Chamras 
Jaisilp 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

8 31 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 

 นายสม กัณวุฒิ 
Mr. 

Som 
Kanwut 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

9 31/1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายบุญ รังสรรค 
Mr. 

Boon 
Rangsarn 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

10 44 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายมูล ชิโน 
Mr. 
Mul  

Shino 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

11 8/1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายสมนึก ศรีวิไล 
Mr. 

Somnuek 
Sriwilai 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

12 10 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นางนวล จันทคาต 
Mrs. 
Nuan 

Chantakart 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

13 34/2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายศรีกุล 
มณีขัด 
Mr.  

Srikul 
Maneekut 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

14 28 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายสมศักดิ์  
บัวไพรจิตร 

Mr. 
Somsak 

Buapraijit 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

15 21/1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายตาล 
จินะคํา 

Mr. Tal 
Jinakham 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

16 22 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นางเงิน จินะคํา 
Mrs. 

Nguen 
Jinakham 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

17 19/1 

 
 
 
 
 
 

นายเดช 
เจริญทรัพย 

Mr. 
Dej 

Charoensarp 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

18 22/1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายทอง จินะคํา 
Mr. Thong 
Jinakham 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

19 14 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นางบัวจีน  เทโวขัติ 
Mrs. 

Buajeen 
Thewokut 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

20 16 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายถวิล 
ปลัดศรีชวย 

Mr. 
Tawil 

Paladsrishuai 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

21 13 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายทา ทาอิน 
Mr.  
Ta 

Ta-In 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

22 17/2 

 
 
 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายประสงค 
นายะปา 
Mr. 

Prasong 
Nayapa 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

23 39/2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายพลชัย 
พวงเรือนแกว 

Mr. 
Polchai 

Puangrueankaew
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

24 41/1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายบุญสง 
นิลแกวขาว 

Mr. 
Boonsong 

Nilkaewkaw 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

25 16/1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายอุดม ชิโน 
Mr. Udom Shino 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

26 55 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายสเนห เทโวขัติ 
Mr. Sanae 
Thewokut 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

27 15 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายคํา เดชอุดม 
Mr. 

Kham Dej-Udom 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

28 13/1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายเจริญ ทาอิน 
Mr.  

Charoen 
Ta-In 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

29 32 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายอุดม จันทคาต 
Mr.  

Udom 
Chantakart 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

30 14/2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายทองสุข เทโวขัติ 
Mr. 

Thongsuk 
Thewokut 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

31 1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายบุญมี กําแพงแกว 
Mr. 

Boonmee 
Kampangkaew 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

32 48/1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายอนันต ใจศิลป 
Mr. Anan Jai silp 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

33 17/1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายนพ ชัยศรี 
Mr. Nop Chaisri 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

34 17 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายดี นายะปา 
Mr. Dee Nayapa 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

35 35/1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายอุนเรือน ชัยวุฒิ 
Mr. 

Oonruean 
Chaiwut 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

36 29/2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายอุทัย เทโวขัติ 
Mr. 

Uthai 
Thewokut 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

37 52 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายกฤตการ นิพาพันธ 
Mr. 

Krittakan  
Nipapan 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

38 48 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายปง ใจศิลป 
Mr. Ping Jaisilp 
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Interview 
No. 

House 
No. 

Name of head of 
Household 

Photo 

39 50/2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

นายทนง ใจศิลป 
Mr.  

Tanong  
Jaisilp 
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Ban Mae Lai Socio-economic Survey Questionnaire 
Head of Household/ หัวหนาครอบครัว _____________________________   
Name of Person(s) Interviewed/ จํานวนผูสัมภาษณ ______________________ 
House No. _______ 
 
Part 1: Population and Economic Data 
 
1. Household Information ขอมูลครอบครัว 

No.of persons? มีคนพักอาศัยอยูในบานหลังน้ีก่ีคน ______________ 
No. 
จํานวน 

Sex 
เพศ 

Age 
อายุ 

Relation to Head 
of Household 
ความสัมพันธในครอบครัว 

Occupation 
อาชีพ 

Tourism 
Activity 
กิจกรรมการทองเที่ยว 

1.      
2.      
3.      
4.      
5.      
6.      
7.      
8.      
9.      
10.      
 
2. Where does the income of the household come from? รายไดของครอบครัวมาจากไหน 
Agriculture  
การเกษตรกรรม 

______________ THB/year 
                              บาท/ป 

 

Non-timber Forest 
Products  
ไมไดใชไมปา 

 
______________ THB/year 

 

Handicrafts 
งานหัตถกรรม 

______________ THB/year  

Service  
งานบริการ 

______________ THB/year  

Unskilled Labor 
แรงงาน 

______________ THB/year  

Skilled Labor  
งานชาง/งานฝมือ 

______________ THB/year  

Professional  
อาชีพเอกชน (หมอ) 

______________ THB/year  

Government 
ขาราชการ 

______________ THB/year  

Private Business 
ธุรกิจสวนตัว 

 
______________THB/year 

 

Total รวมทั้งหมด ______________ THB/year  
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3. Does any of your income come from tourism related activities? Yes     No  
รายไดของคุณมีสวนท่ีมาจากกิจกรรมการทองเที่ยวหรือไม           ใช           ไมใช 
 

4. If yes, how much? ถาใช เทาไหร 
Tour Guiding มัคคุเทศ ______________ THB/year   

                                            บาท/ป 
 

Food Service บริการอาหาร ______________ THB/year  
Sale of  food ขายอาหาร ______________ THB/year  
Sale of Forest Products 
ขายของปา 

______________ THB/year  

House Keeping งานบาน ______________ THB/year  
Transport การคมนาคม ______________ THB/year  
Handicrafts งานหัตถกรรม ______________ THB/year  
Other อ่ืนๆ___________ ______________ THB/year  
Total รวม ______________ THB/year  
 
 
 Part II: Land Usage and Management 
 
5. Do you have land bordering the community forest?  Yes   No  

ปาชุมชนมีเขตติดกับสวนหรือไม                 ใช         ไมใช 
 
 
6. What do you use the land for? คุณใชท่ีดนิทําอะไรบาง 

     Cha Miang Production    Growing Fruits 
             ผลิตภณัฑชาเมี่ยง                                                  ปลูกผลไม 
 Coffee      Other ______________  

           กาแฟ      อื่นๆ  

     Vegetables        Other ______________  
            ผัก      อื่นๆ 

     Rice       Other ______________  
  ขาว      อ่ืนๆ 

     Building Materials     Other ______________  
  วัสดุกอสราง (ไม)          อ่ืนๆ 
  Livestock      Other ______________  

   การปศสุัตว      อ่ืนๆ 
 
7. How does the community manage the forest? ชุมชนจัดการปาอยางไร (คุมครอง, ออกกฎ, ดูแล) 
Describe อธิบาย 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 
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8. What are the rules for planting agricultural products in the forest? 
มีกฎอะไรสําหรับการเพาะปลูกสินคาทางการเกษตรในปา (e.g. ถางปาไดกวางไหม) 
 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
 
9. What are the rules for harvesting products from the forest? 

มีกฎอะไรสําหรับการเก็บเกี่ยวสินคา/ผลผลิตจากในปา 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
 
Part III: Non-timber Forest Products 
 
Month Table for Interviewer 
Universal 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Muang 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 
 
10. What forest products do you harvest from the forest? สินคาปาชนิดใดที่คุณเก็บมาจากในปา 
Product  
สินคา/ผลิตผล 

Months Harvested  
เดือนที่เก็บเกี่ยว 

Use  
การใชสอย 

Food อาหาร 
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Product  
สินคา/ผลิตผล 

Months Harvested  
เดือนที่เก็บเกี่ยว 

Use  
การใชสอย 

Food อาหาร 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
 
Product 
สินคา/ผลิตผล 

Months harvested 
เดือนที่เก็บเกี่ยว 

Use  
การใชสอย 

Medicine ยา 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
Product  
สินคา/ผลิตผล 

Months harvested 
เดือนที่เก็บเกี่ยว 

Use  
การใชสอย 

Household Use/ Building Materials/ Handicrafts ของใชในครัวเรือน/วัสดุกอสราง/งานหัตถกรรม 
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11. Are there any forest products which you used to harvest which you no longer find 
in the forest? มีสินคาปาชนิดใดที่คุณเคยเก็บเกี่ยวแตตอนน้ีไมพบในปาแลว 

Product  
สินคา/ผลผลิต 

Months Harvested 
เดือนที่เก็บเกี่ยว 

Use  
การใชสอย 

Last Harvest 
เก็บเกี่ยวคร้ังสุดทาย 

Reason Missing 
เหตุผลที่หายไป 
 

     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
 
Part IV: Wildlife 
 
12. Do you have a working gun in your house?  Yes  No  

If yes, when was the last time you use it? _____________________ 
 

13. What mammals have you seen in the forest in the past 12 months?  
สัตวเลี้ยงลูกดวยนมชนิดใดที่คุณเคยพบเห็นในปาในปท่ีผานมา 
Mammal  
สัตวเลี้ยงลูกดวยนม 

   
   
   
   
   
   
 
14. What signs of mammals have you seen in the past year? 

สัญญลักษณใดของสัตวเล้ียงลูกดวยนมที่คุณพบเห็นในปที่ผานมา 
Mammal  
สัตวเลี้ยงลูกดวยนม 

Type of sign 
ชนิด/ลักษณะของสัญญลักษณ 
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Mammal  
สัตวเลี้ยงลูกดวยนม 

Type of sign 
ชนิด/ลักษณะของสัญญลักษณ 

  
  
  
  
  
 
15. What mammals did you used to see as child that you cannot see today? 

สัตวเล้ียงลูกดวยนมชนิดใดที่คุณเคยพบเห็นตอนเด็กๆ ซึ่งตอนนี้ไมพบเห็นแลว 
Mammal 
สัตวเลี้ยงลูกดวยนม 

Last seen 
คร้ังสุดทายที่พบเห็น 

Reason missing 
เหตุผลที่สัตวหาย 

   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
 
16. Are there any mammals which were missing that have returned to the forest? 

มีสัตวเล้ียงลูกดวยนมชนิดใดที่เคยหายไปและกลับมาอยูในพื้นท่ีปาอีกครั้ง 
 

Mammal 
สัตวเลี้ยงลูกดวยนม 

Month seen 
เดือนท่ีพบเห็น 

Reason returned 
เหตุผลท่ีสัตวกลับมา 
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Mammal 
สัตวเลี้ยงลูกดวยนม 

Month seen 
เดือนท่ีพบเห็น 

Reason returned 
เหตุผลท่ีสัตวกลับมา 

   
   
   
   
   
 
Part V: Potential Human Resources 
 
17. Does anyone in this household speak a foreign language?  Yes            No       

มีสมาชิกในครอบครัวพูดภาษาตางประเทศได            ใช                             ไมใช  
 
18. If yes, which language? ถาใช ภาษาอะไร 

    English ภาษาอังกฤษ      Mandarin ภาษาจีนกลาง      Japanese ภาษาญี่ปุน  
 French ภาษาฝรั่งเศส      German ภาษาเยอรมัน     Other อื่นๆ ________ 

 
19. Does anyone in the household have a tour guide license?  Yes            No        

มีคนในครอบครัวมีบัตรไกดหรือไม                                    มี                              ไมมี 
20. When you need advice or have a problem in your family, who do you go to in the 

village? เมื่อคณุตองการคําปรึกษาหรือมีปญหาในครอบครัว คุณไปปรึกษาใครในหมูบาน 
1. ______________________________________________________________ 
2. ______________________________________________________________ 
3. ______________________________________________________________ 

 
Part VII: Observation of Economic Status 
21. Observation 
 T.V./  โทรทัศน      Car/Truck /รถยนต/รถบรรทุก 
 Satellite dish/ จานดาวเทียม     Factory Furniture/ ชุดเฟอรนิเจอร 
    DVD/VCR/VCD/ เครื่องเลนดีวีดี       Computer/ คอมพิวเตอร 
 Refrigerator/ ตูเย็น         Sound System/ เคร่ืองเสียง 
 Motorcycle/ รถมอเตอรไซด     Gas Stove/ เตาแกส 

 


